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>
IThe Keed for Vocational Education and Guidance
.
There has been a shifting in the opinion of educators
as to where the emphasis in the education of the feenle minded
•hould be placed. The feeble minded are recognized to be a
grave social and economic burden with 6,500,000 or them at
lare^;e and 1,000,000 institutionalized. Too, mental deficien-
cy is recot^nized to carry with it a predisposition to such
social evils as delinquency, illiteracy and dependency.
Therefore, the solution to the problem was sought in improv-
ing the Oi .t^ortunities for better social development of the
group. The importance of social participation was stressed.
The members of the .^'hite House Conference held in 1932 re-
oorimiended that the feeble minaed be given equal social oppor-
tunities with the normal. They advocated traininj.^ for
social competency. Experiences with materials and thinys
;
Experiences in meeting social situations, in [getting along
with people; exploration of the environment. These vjcre con- !
•idered the factors upon which the curriculum for the iiientally i
deficient was to be based.
The Advisory Committee on Education appointed by
the President found, in 1936, that "a new social attitude had
found expression concernin/^ handicapped children." A-s late
as 1938 social participation for the feeble minded was con-
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sidered to be the most important factor. Joseph renders (22)
in a report to the National lilduoation Association listed the
following goals: "first to develop and train the personality
of the child so that he will be socially acceptable; second,
we must plan to give him vocational skill so that he will be
able to perform duties incidental to his employment; third,
we must help to adjust him in employment. Of course, we are
concerned chiefly with the first goal in special education."
In 1940 however, the Conference on Children in a Democracy
expanded the concept of training merely for social partici-
pation to include equal economic opportunity and capacity for
cooperative living.
As the amount of research done in the field of
special education gre/j, it became apparent that the mentally
I
deficient need not be as great a social and economic burden
as they had been; th-it it is possible to train them not only
I
for social participation but for complete socialization.
This training for complete socialization must include training
for economic participation. i\a H. Hungerford, the Director
of Special Classes in New York says (30): "the motivating
factor behind special education today is one of contribution
to society rather than pure participation, ' The emphasis in
lispecial education has been shifted from the training of not
only "good" citizens but a»f "independent" citizens.
I
Evidence is constantly growing to prove that since
c
there are so many different le els of social and economic
achievement, the mentally deficient can, with little help
find their natural level of achievenient , and beoome r.ood
citizens socially and independent economically. The school
has indeed, offered the feeble minded very little help in
gaining this economic independence. The importance of voca-
tional and occu, ational education and guidance for the normal
has been recognized, and provisions made by school systems to
offer increasingly better opportunities along these lines.
Vocational education and e'uidejrice have been, except for a very
few instances wholly neglected in the trainin,,: of the feeble
minded. At present only the large cities have established
"centers" for vocational education. There is no vocational
education for the large majority of special class pupils
throueshout the country.
Results of research quoted here show to vjhat ex-
tent the feeble minded have become independent citizens in
spite of the fact that schools have offered so little train-
ing. They have attained this de^^ree of independence with
great difficulty to themselves and certainly with very ^reat
expense to the community. They have done it the hard May -
many have gone to Jail first.
Arthur B. Lord (35) studied a group of the mentally
deficient to determine the need for social supervision of
children under 21 years of a e who foriaerly attended special
\
4class. He compared results obtained from a group of 830
children who had left the special class against results from
219 still in school. He found that 73^ of the out-of-school
group had made adequate vocational adjustment; 22^^ vjere found
to have made good adjustment, but at the time the survey wus
made opportunities v^ere lackin ; for the type of v.ork for which
they were trained.
In her work with the feeble minded Elizabeth 7/oods
found many who, with very liraited mental ability successfully
supported themselves and their families. Many women with
mental ages of 8 ana 9 ^ere foun^i to be supi'ortin:^ themselves.
In her report on 84 subnormal girls in adjustment classes who
were 15 - 16 years of age and were unable to complete grammar
I
school, Theodora Abel (1 ) found 55^ capable of employment in
I
industry. Charlotte Graves (27) found that 53^ of the men-
tally deficient who h-.d attended the //oods school were well
adjusted in every way. The Unified States Department of
jlLabor reported in 1932 that of the mentally deficient children
I|
istudied 11$ had an intelligence quotient lower than 70, and
il
,
that after leavin^;, school 90;o of this group were employed.
Other studies brin,;- out the fact that the mentally
lideficient becomes increasingly better adjusted as he becomes
older - i.e. as he gains in experience and contacts made,
Air '
even if thei.e contacts were'^made and experiences gained in a
penal institution. Bailer (8 ) foiind that SO^-a of the group
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he studied were law abidla and thut 50^ of those »ho had
OPlminal records had no additional reoords. Lord found less
dalinquency among th© out of school group (18;^) than aiaong
the in sohool group (21;;^). lie found that only 42-^ of the out
of aohool group needed guidance as ocsttpared with the in sohool
group of which 70?S needed ^^uidance. Similarly the in sohool
group 8ho«ed a much greater need for vocational education and
guidance than did the out of school f;^roup,
A crime survey done in Cleveland (35) revealed that
delinquency aiaong the feeble minded children in regular classes
was ten times as great as aoionc: the feeble minded in special
classes*
Studies done in New Jersey shov* that the percentai^e
or feeble minded amon,: reformatory oa ©s nas only half as
gr©at as amon^; juvenile delinquents and adult offenders,
A study of 300 Inmates of a lar^e eastern reform-
atory showeti no correlation bet^^een the degree of mentality
I
and success on parole, out a relation, betv^een success on
parole and the influence of the family.
lieta /inderaonAinveatl^.ated delinquents in Norfolk
Juvenile Court atid came to the conoluaion, that laantal de«
! fioiency vaa not an outstandin cause for delinquency, for
1
there were just as imny normally intelligent amon.f: the group
i
1
studied as there were feeble minded. Here is the distribution
1
according to 1. Q.» levels as reported by Miss Anderson:
*
18.9^ with an I.Q. of 61-70
with an I.Q. of 71-80
27,0% with an I.Q. of 81-90
18.9-;^ with an I.Q. of 91-100
Doll^ states that less than 5% of the feeble minded
ever reach public institutions. The remaining 90-95^ are
not all social failures, even tho their success may be only on
a low level.
The importance of stressing vocational education and
guidance in the special education program becomes still more
imperative as we also consider the following:
1. Vocational education and guidance are a very
definite way ^f lessening the tremendous cost to the community
of the upkeep of the feeble minded in institutions - penal
or otherwise.
2. By neglecting to provide vocational education and
guidance, we are neglecting to prepare for utilization a huge
reservoir of human resources. For there is only a very small
percentage of the feeble-minded (idiots and imbeciles) who
can truly be considered useless to society; and even they,
when institutionalized and working as a group, can make some
little contribution to society. As Dr. Vfatson in an article
written for the Child Research Clinic states (58):
"Failure in the educational system and in the social
order to discover and to use the best possibilities of unusual

i
individuals is one oi' the major sources of ?):.iste in the world
Ij
today. I kno'.v of no way to calculate in dollars what we all
Ij
lose because there are at least ten million persons in our
j
society (Dr. 'atson vaas referrintt here to all of the exceptional
|j
persons, not only the feeble minded) viho are treated as thou^-h
jl
the difference between their pattfern of abilities and the
i
I
common run signifies that they are innately incompetent, good-
] for-nothin;-: and social liabilities. The social loss nay not
|j
j
be as great as that which results from failure to provide ex-
I
oeptional opportunities for the highl / talented, but either
loss is regrettable and preventable. Our society has not
I
yet placea an ade uate value upon its human resources."
Dr. Vv'atson mentions too, as characteristic of the
political and economic systems of Fascist Italy and the
U. S.S. H., that an Italian psychologist set out to demon-
!! strate that 10% of a group or unemployed metal workers in a
I'
certain locality were unemployable; whereas the Russian con-
ducted a study to find what useful v.'ork could be done by
u microcephalics. The Italian's job seemed to be to justify
F
I
unemployment while the Russian endeavored to find a nev; group
ii
i; of potential workers.
I 3. If Vie believe in the democratic ideal of equal
!
i opportunities for all, then it will become apparent that
'j
vocational education and guidance must be provided for the
' mentally deficient as well as for the normal. The ashington
1
6I
Conference of 1940 underscored this need by pointing out that
i!
no other but trainin/^ for social competency can give the
ii feeble minded equal social opportunities \3hich under democracy
11
I
i»e strive to give to all.
4, '"Vocational education and work experience is a
I
part of growing up, a part of the psychological process known
ij
i|
j
as maturation. .50 states the General Report of the American
Youth Commission, Since preparation for their life*s work
I
1' naturally satisfies a normal need on the part of adolescents, the
I
introduction of vocational education and guidance should re-
j
duce disciplinary problems in school and should be an answer
to the proDiem of "what to do with the mentally deficient in
1}
secondary schools. '
5. Vocational education and guidance should help
I
to solve the personnel problems involving the mentally de-
j|
fioients in industry. Harold E. Burtt in "The Principles of
\\
Employment Psychology'^ reported on the relationship bet\ieen
I
intellit!;ence test scores in his concern, the stibility of
|i workers, and the relationsHip betvjeen intelligence and dissatis-
II
!• faction vsiith the Job. The turnover was always higher for the
ji
brightest and dullest workers than for the average. He found
the most dissatisfaction in the tool department v/here the work
||
is quite complex aiaong workers \'iho are most retarded. On the
other hand, the mentally retarded worker showed himself to be
the least dissatisfied on inspection Jobs for instance where
I{
the work is repetitive and monotonous. Burtt claims that
there should exist in a concern a hierarchy of intelligence
levels which pretty well match the hierarchy of job titles.
i(
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II.
Identifying the Mentally Deficient /ho Can
Profit by Vooational Sduoation and Guidance.
Results of a general intelligence test alone are not
sufficient either in identifying the mentally deficient for
•peoial education, or for choosing those viho can pfofit by
vocational education and guidance. In both cases we proceed
to do a progressively more accurate job as it becomes possible
to apply measures of many different traits which may, or may
not be related to intellicence . Terman's revision of the
Binet tests include not only the possibility of findin-:; a
subject's mental age, but also a way of arriving at the 1,(1,
hioh is a percentage of the total possible range of intellect.
The identification of mental deficiency has become more acoar-
ilate since it is based on social fact as well as psychological
measurement
•
Edgar A. Doll and Elizabeth B. McKay of the Training
School at Ylneland, New Jersey developed the Vineland Social
i Maturity Scale, which is an additional attempt to further
augment the accuracy of identification. This scale in a
gradation of tests of social competency, measuring the very
simplest to the most complex skill. The mechanics of the test
I are very similar to those of the Binet tests. A social age
'for the normal individual is established at each ace level.
c(
It is then possible to find the social age of any individual.
The ratio betiseen the social ace and life age makes the Social
Quotient. The scale is still in its experimental stages and
is still not considered to be fully standardized, but it has
found application in a great many ways and is being widely
^ttsed
.
The significance of this measure in building a
protiram of vocational education and guidance is illustrated
by a validation study done with the Scale (19). Thirty-
tight special class children were each paired off V9ith an
Institutionalized child of the saiae sex, age and I.'-. It
lias found that the special class :roup as a whole had higher
-J-r^^-»^ In view of the fact that there is a high correlation
betvjeen the I.Q. and 3,Q,, any deviation as great as that
found in this study is significant. Here the S.Q. is found
to be of value in identifying the mentally deficient who
definitely can be socialized and for whom it is the duty of
the school to provide the necessary training. The low S.Q.
Of the institutionalized child offers evidence that this group
lould never be able to adjust to society and become independent
Citizens; that they should be identified and separated as soon
as possible since their training will differ greatly from the
training for social competency which should be offered the
special class child, especially the mentally deficient in
secondary schools.
((
The Social Age and Social Quotient scores are re-
corded for the loeutally deficient by most school systems
along with the M.A. and (1^). The 3«Q# of those
oentally deficient for ^hom vocational education and guidance
are piunnea varies in airierent cities* In {general 70 is
the loisest considered.
The range of I,-, •'a and C«A»*s in reprasQiitative
cities is as follows:
I.Q. C.A.
Newark, New Jersey - 50-90 12-10 (4 )
Los Angeles up to 65 13-17 (32)
Detroit under 75 13-16 (29)
Chicago over 70 12-16
New York 65-70 U-16
Baltimore 50-85 14 on
Mtierst, Massachusetts 65-85 12 on (43)
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III.
Potentialities and Limitations of the Feeble
Minded in Occupational Pursuits.
Lists which determine intelligence standards of men
in various occupational fields, such as the Barr and Fryer
Scales or the Levels of Accomplishment worked out by Burr,
are a valuable tool to be used in vocational guidance of the
mentally deficient as well as the normal. However, it must
be remembered, that these lists are significant in indicating
only the general intellectual level required for success in
each occupation. For we cannot altof^ether depend upon re-
sults of intellij^ence tests. As Thorndike says, psychological
ratings are not dependable. Too, intelligence is not the
only significant requirement for success on the Job. Social
and emotional maturity, social background, personality, health,
mechanical ability, manual dexterity, all may have much to do
Hfith success.
K. M. Cowdery { 15) made a study of the relationship
between intelligence and success in trade training. He
concludes that:
1, General intelligence influences success in different
fields to different degrees.
2, In no group is the degree or fact of success wholly
dependent on intelligence.
i
The results of Ball's study on the predictability of
occupational levels from intellisence ( 7) revealed a '»sub-
stantial conditioning of the occupation by intelligence.''
Ball found that this holds true for grosser distinctions in
occupational level, for adjustment to finer distinctions
depends on other than intellectual factors such as traits of
•Character, personality and chance opportunity.
Beclaaan»s study of laundry employees ( 9 ) shows
that excellent workers have an average mental age of 9; that
there is little difference in intelligence of good, fair and
poor workers. Very evidently factors other than intelligence
are of great importance for success in laundry work, assuming
a 7 or 8 year minimum mental age.
It will be found that selection of workers is being
based not on results of intelligence tests primarily, but on
results of aptitude tests designed for each job. The Division
of Occupational Analysis of the War Manpovver Comlssion is
concerned with the desi,:n of instruments and procedures for
placing individuals in jobs according to the requirements of
the job and the capacity of the individual. It is interesting
to note here, that no attempt V7as made to estimate quantitative-
•
ly the amount of general ability required for any of the jobs
analyzed by the Division, Instead, aptitude tests have been
developed for jobs in skilled levels. These tests have been
found in actual situations to correlate with job performance
(
•eoords of employed persons*
Th& General :^leotric Company whioh had been using
intellie;;ence tests since 1918 as a basis for workei" selection
ie now usinit; in addition testa of fin^^er dexterity in select-
ing women for shop work. Bench work, coil winding?, operation
of punch presses, drill presses, burnin • machines, chuck
motors, insulating machines ai^e the classes of work for which
fin^^er dexterity tests are now beln;: used. *
Selection of iirmy personnel for various jobs is done
on the basis of aptitude tests such as '/'echanioal and Clerical
aptitude tests. Truck drivers for instance are eeleoted not
on intelligence test results but on the followin;- predictions:
the road test itself, multiple choice testa of driver infornia-
tion, tests of visual and motor functions, visual aoourity,
night vision and reaction time.
Perhaps it is because these aptitude tests are used
in selection tliat uiany of the feeble minded have been able to
function successfully in the army. The army does consider
the feeble iuinded a haiidioap, but we know definitely that
neither the ten minute individual intelligence test nor the
General Capacity Test is able to soreea out all of the feeble
minded. The hii:;her type of mentally deficient does make the
grade. Once in the army, however, he is placed accordinp; to
hid aptitudes which is an advantage Tor him. For in civilian
(
life we are too ready as Miss Martens says in her "National
Overview" ( 37) , "to ooncede limitations and have not been
prepared to capitalize potentialities of the handicapped."
No doubt, special abilities or aptitudes exist araong
those with very limited intelligence, as ^iell as among the
normal and superior. The intelligence test itself ^ill show
a considerable amount of variation in perforiuance from what
might have been expected on the basis of general intelligence
levels - or mental ages, iiollingworth (64) describes
evidences of special abilities observed by her in individuals
Tulth the very loviest intelligence - the idiots and imbeciles.
She concludes her discussion of special abilities v^ith the
statement that : "it is possible, that after much further
study has been made on this point, it isill appear that educa-
tion can utilize special abilities air>onc the subnormal more
fully than has been feasible hitherto." So far few studies
have been made of special abilities and fev< objective measures
are available.
The Human Engineering:, Laboratory at the Institute of
Technolo{;y in Hoboken, New Jersey has found measures of
thirteen different aptitudes vi/hich are required in various
jobs. The follo'w^ini3 is a list of these aptitudes. The
Laboratory admits this list is incomplete.
1. Structual Visualization 3. Personality
2. Accounting; Aptitude 4. Finder Dexterity
(
5. Tweezer Dexterity 10. Analj^tical Reasoning
G. Creative Iina.:ination 11 . Number Memory
7. Inductive Reasoning 12. Memory for Design
8. Observation 13. Muscular Speed
9. Tonal Memory
If these are truly "aptitudes" they should have
little relation to intelligence.
For purposes of vocational education and ^uidaiioe
of the mentally retarded it is most im.'ortant to consider
mechanical ability. For mechanical ability has been proven
over anu over again to be a "unique" trait with very little
relation to intelligence, age, hei.Jit and motor ability.
Scores of the Minnesota Mechanical Ability Tests were found
to be practically unrelated to results of the Otis Intelligence
Test scores (45), Co^dery reports th&t a study of the Minne-
sota Spatial Relations Test showed only slight relationship to
intelligence. i!iriam Pritchgird found in studying- the mechan-
ical ability of subnormal boys (46) that it is possible to
discover soLie individuals anions the subnormal who possess
mechanical ability equnl or superior to the norm for the
general population.
The above mentioned studies reveal that:
1. The mechanical ability of the morons as a /r^roup
is lower than that of the normal.
2. The correlation between mechanical ability and

intelligence for tlie laorons is slightly higher than for the
normal
.
3. within the subnormal t^roup performance in
mechanical ability tests \^ere found to be closely related to the
M. A.
4. Below a M, A. of 6 and an I. Q. of 55 mechanical
ability ceases to be "unique" trait. On this level it ceases
to be independent of the I. Q, Above this level it is def-
initely unrelated to intelligence.
Heinz Werner's study shows that in a test involving
kinesthetic and visual responses there is a steady increase
in correct responses with increasing mental age. (59)
Hollingworth (64) quotes results of studies which
compare the physical characteristics of the mentally deficient
and the normal. The mentally deficient were found to approach
the norms in hei^it and weight, sensory capacity and motor
control.
More recent research (43) has found that the mentally
deficient as a group are somewhat inferior to the normal in
muscular strength and endurEUice
,
speed and accuracy of move-
ment, handwriting, drawino- and handwork. However there is
apt to be much overlapping betrjeen the normal and inferior in
all physical characteristics.
The many follow up studies (§§) done point to the
fact that in moral and character traits the feeble minded are

again as a group somewhat inferior to the normal. These
demonstrate that:
1. That three times as many of the subnormal have court
records.
2. The subnormal need more help from various agencies.
3. Promiscuity and prostitution occur slightly more
often among the subnormal.
4. The subnormal need more guidance.
5. The mentally deficient compare favorably with the
normal in matters of self-support.
BigeloTS ClO ) found little absenteeism among feeble minded
Workers who v^ere doing vjork suited to their capacity. The
workers vjere content on the job and demonstrated reliability
and cooperation.
Apparently desirable moral and character traits
appear among properly placed and therefore successful raentally
deficient workers. Theodora Abel states the following 5 fact*
ors of success which, as her study revealed, contributed to
the successful adjustment of a group of subnormal girls in
industry ( 1 )
1 . a stable home
;
2. ambition and self respect;
3. careful placement;
4. guidance and encouragement - being treated with
patience especially during the initial work period;

5. "luck" In securing an aa^quate initial job.
It will be seen that only one of th^^s?? factors refers
to character. All others refer to e.nviromaen tal influences
and proper guidance
Interests of the mentally deficient in occupational
pursuits is not an important consideratioii ir. vocational
education and guidance iri the ll^ht of the following:
1. or a 1,000 junior high school students no child i^ith
an I. below SO selected an unskilled Job and only
•electefi a senii -skilled job; 17% who were so low as to be rejeclj-
ed by a vocational school selected a irofession. (3 )
£, Vocational interests are not permanent (26),
5. There is little relation bet«een interest and trade
tralninij; ability ( 7 ) .

IV.
Provisions for Vocational Education and
Guidance Made by School Systems.
Fe^ school authorities are convinced of the need
for Vocational Education aiid Guidajice for the mentally de-
ficient. They argue, that jobs the feeble minded will fill,
require a "strong back and a weak mind", and therefore a very
limited amount of training which can be done "on the Job".
They overlook the follov»ing facts:
1. More and more low grade labor is being supplanted by
machines. Labor is needed for maintenance, but maintenance
jobs require a hii:;her degree of intelligence. The feeble
minded will of necessity find employment in social service
Jobs vrfhich are more numerous. And social service Jobs re-
quire training.
2. Often the feeble minded fails on the Job not because
the work is too difficult, but because of the slowness with
Which he adjusts.
3. Statistics show that 3 out of every 4 people lose
their Jobs because of the lack of "non manual" skills -
getting along with others, cooperation, resx^eot for superiors
•to.
Many school systems feel that the cost of equipment
for such a program is too great. There is also ignorance

and Xaoic of unficrstanding as to the types of occupations for
which trainirii: Is neededl and feasible The following charts
are intended to sunraariae such programs as are in operation
in repreaentative cities and sohoole*
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Type of organizutioa for VDOational education
In reproaentative olties*
91ty. I,Q.# C.A» Ort:anizatiJ>n,
1
•
Los iOigeles, Below 14-16 Boys - Coronel Vocational
Calirorala 65 School - a high school for th
mentally deficient
B«lo« 14*16 Girls - Class in elementary
65 school
Kewarit, 00-75 HSoUlar hi^^h school -
If«« tTersey 70-90 14-17 curriculum adapted.
Baltimore, 50-80 14-15 Special shop centers for boys
Maryland Special shop centers for (iris.
Chicago, 70-85 12-10 Lov^er Vocational schools.
Illinois
Detroit, under 13-16 Special Centers ot Special
Mi Chilian 75 r^chools.
Occupational School.
75-82 16-17 Occupational school. Junior
Trade Ichool for those who
con do the work.
Soiae adiaitted to regular
vocational high schools.
947 enrolled in vocational
hii^h schools in 1942.
Bostcm, 60-80 la on Special Class Centers
Msiss •
Minneapolis, iVll 1C5-14 Enrolled ivith the norraal
Minnesota mentally 16-17 Junior high school pupils
retardel in regular home rooms.
Assigned to especially
trained teacher for school
• work.

84
,
City« 1,1, O.A, Or^gnlaatlon
,
Hoohester All laen- 12 on airla • 7th. 8tli, 9tii
Kew York tally re* year olass in regular high
tarded school. Glass work under
direotion of especially
trained home room teacher*
iVll men- 15,16 For girls rsho cannot ad-
tally re- just to large high school
tarded pro^^rara, a program eet up
in cooperation "Jith the
adult Vocational Training
Center for ar Activities,
12 on 3oja - Trade 3ohool (Paul
Hevera)

25.
1
Types of Subject Eatter Offered In Vocational
iSduoation Programs.
City. C«A» Subject Matter*
1*08 Angeles, below 14-18 Boys - auto nieohanics, furni-
Califomltt 6& ture laaking and painting,
plumbing, foundry isork,
T»a3hin>s, polishinG and paint-
ing^ cars, cobblin?3, cooking,
baking, laundry '.sork, oeniont
\9ork.
14-14 Girls - household arts»
power laachine se^lag, oookingg
bakin:;, laundry work.
Hewark, 60-75 12- Boys - "Technical" and
Ke« Jersey 70-90 "Scientific*' courses offered
in regular hif^h school.
"Technio.il" course - arith-
metic, reading, writin^::;,
mieasuring. construction.
"Scientific" experiences in
working with cad.-rets used in
the home. Social and work
experience ia included in
these courses.
65 up 12- Girls - Child care, se^^in-'.
Vocational and educational
guidance tau^^it in connection
Baltimore, 50-GO J.4-15 Boys - sheet caetal laork,
Maryland fioodwork, electricity.
Girls - cooking, sewing,
laundry *ork, child care.
Chicago, 70-85 12-16 Boys - wood, laetal and
Illinois plaster ^ork, auto mechanics,
home deeoratin^^ ''Home
Helpers" course teaches how
to repair broken articles.
Oirls - sev/iag, cookin;;,
millinery, v;eaving. Acadaaiio
vork orijanized around a ^::en-
eral store oiserated by pupils,

26.
Detroit, 75-83 13 on Special Centers - Hand skills
Michir^an of domestic or faniily nature
such as shoe renairing and
household repairs.
Ocouxmtional school - part
time work in food handling,
building trade, raechanios,
personal service.
Boston, 60-BO 12 on iUl kinds of ahops. In-
Maaa. school vjork experienoe in
liuxohrooia and .janitor's vsork.
Minneapolis, ^ill 13,14 Part time viork for mentally
•viinneaota laentally 16,17 retarded in last year of
retarded school . oocial studies
point of departure for voca-
tional education.
Kew York, All non- 14 on Subject matter built around
Kew York aoademio ooros v</hioh e ize ocou-
pupila pational inf . . .ion, voca-
tional education and voca-
tional training. Aoadeoxic
work - readin :iii{^lish,
number, all taur.ht in con-
nection with abovo nicntioned
areas.
San ^yitonio, Ljvj 15-1o Boys - cjeJ^Q^al industrial
Toxay I • . s sh op
.
:>irls - homeaakin^ s!iOp,
•'children's C oiapanion"
course prepiirir-,;: for child-
ren' a coapanlon, hoiaeniaker or
ooiapanion to an invalid.
Providence, 2 yrs. 12-10 Subject luatter built around
-khode or more industrial arts core.
Island mentally
retarded
Hooheater, ^ull :ien- 12 on Boys - ; wide choice of vocu-
iJievi York tally tional and pre-vocational
retarded trainin^j - lifjtit asaecibly,
power machine operation etc.
Girls foods, cloth ingf tailor-
Ami*

SeUooXs
iUBlierst
,
Masa.
Provisions for Vocational Education
In Representative ooiiools.
65-85
Senior
High School,
.
I'holyoks
Groupe<i according- to a^e and social
iTiaturity, 11- of these pupils
to trade schools fx'om epeoial
olasoes.
I*rogran of Vocational Preparation
for Girls - study of food and
Clothin^;;, child care^ home nursiUci*
Aoademio work related to these
studies* Gohool rujis a cooperative
course called "l^etail l^oods .-erchan-*
dlzing". It Involves 15 hours of
school woric a vwek and 15 hours of
i^ork in a retail j^rooery store.
Z7.
High School,
Bay City,
Michigan
A very ooiamendable profjiiaai of in-
eohool ^ork experience. A period
each day is devoted to work ex;er-
ience. Boys take care of the
school lawn end shi*ubs, do dust in?;,
sweeping
,
paint inp, and repairing.
Girls experience in child care, hotiie
nursin^^, foods and clothing. Acad-
emic work built around the^^e cores.
Mound Junior
Hii^h school,
Columbus
,
Ohio
Northern High
School
,
Detroit,
Michigan
Bay Hidge
Hii2h School,
]3rooklyn
liQ'ii Xork
4
levels
of in-
telli-
gence
Below
82
Non
academic
girls
Minimum academic work according to
the pupil's needs. .Much shop ^ork.
Pupils in 4th, lowest c2*oup sent to
opportunity schools*
The curriculum is constantly Modified
to suit the pupil's needs, npeoial
teacher studies record of each chlld«
Study of hc^e economics, child care«

Monroe Elgh Slow A vooatlonal curriculum. All
Soiiool, learners work is done on the contract plan,
Rochester, (Smith Hughes Act)
STew York
Richmond, 12-14 year old girls in Junior
Virginia high school have cooking and sevi-
ing. work is planned in a coop-
erative unit-trainint; is givpn in
school and credit toward a diplonia
is given for 7;ork done outsiae of
school.
In high school the same method is
used with fourteen, fifteen and
sixteen year olds.
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The vocational education and guidance program in
operation in Detroit, Chicago, Ne^s York and Ne'Sark, Mer; Jersey
are outstanding and are therefore here described in detail.
The Detroit program is built on research done in
tiiat city which sho/js that all but approxiiuately 10^^ of the
mentally retarded enrolled in the x)ublic schools there oaii be
trained for some useful ¥?ork in the coimauiiity . (4 ) Those
who belong to the lowest lOys, it was found, are sooner or later
lnstitutionaliz3d, or taicen care of by the family. It is
also recognized that am^ong the remaining 90,1 there are cases
Of defective delinquents who should be institutionalized.
The adolescents beti?;een the ages of 15 and 16 whose
I. Q,. is beloii 73 are housed in special schools or special
©enters in so called 3 classes. Hand skills of domestic or
family nature isuch as shoe repairing or household repairs are
©mphasiaed. At 16 most of tnese pupils are given a work
oertificato. Some provision is made to transfer back to
intermediate school Vyiith special teachers. The higher type
mentally deficieni is sent to the J^anior TraJe School,
The £0 called Occupacional dchool is established for
the higher type mentally deficient adolescent viho can not
profit by the trade school. Provision is here made for part
time work and part time school, A coordinator obtains jobs
and supervises the vjork. The emplo^rrGent areas are: food
handling, building orade, mechanics, personal service. The

three phases of the pro:5ram stressed in school work are as
follows
1. Occupational information which is an overview
of the whole economic structure and the relationships between
the different types of isork and the welfare of society as a
whole. It includes such topics as jobs for beginners, after
:«chool jobs, service jobs, organization of heavy industry,
heavy industry jobs, small proprietorship.
2. Vocational guidance, a measuring of individual
qualifications against job requirements. rixpils learn how
to choose a job, how to get 7?ork.
3. Two phases of Vocational Traininr; are xaken up -
the manual and non-manual. Non-manual training alms to teach
the pupil ho^rV to make most of the job, hov», to spend wa^^es, how
to get along with others.
Since 1942 the vocational high schools in Detroit
have been admitting the higher type of mentally deficient boys
and girls. The pupils are selected on -che oasis of mcUiual
ability, interests, aptitudes, intelligence ratings, educational
achievement, health, behavior and attendance record. In 1942
there were 947 mentally deficient enrolled in these vocational
high schools,
Detroit has developed the so called "iimployability
Scale" as a very excellem; means of grouping the mentally
deficient according to their job potentialities. Tiie I.^^.,
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•oolal age, personality, phyaical and emotional maturity, th©
#0^emlc and social status of the family are charted for 9aoh
individual and his place in the Jcale fouiid. Application of
this soale results in the groupint^ of the mentally deficient
as follo'v^s:
1. • 10^^ who oan never support themselves and should
be institutionalized.
8. - 10^ of those uhose parents would Insist that
they do work above their levels of j^otentialities.
3. • The 70;^ who can not profit by trade school
training but who can support themselves.
4. * 10>i who can profit by the Junior Trade School
or the Vocational high school.
Occupational inforrriation, vocational guidance,
vocjitional training, voontional placement and social plaoe-snt
are stressed in the i^t^oit plan. The first three areas
mentioned ore presented formally.
The material taught in occupational information is
Intended as an overvievj of the «holo eooiiomic structure, and
!
the relationship between the different types of Viork. and the
felfare of society as a ishole, Material is presented here in
'the follow' ins sequence:
k study of after school Jobs available to pupils;
Jobs for beginners; service jobs; organisation of heavy in-
ii
I
dustry; heavy industry Jobs; smll proprietorship, Thtt
il
II

teachers viho teach this material have put out a very excellent
Handbook on Occupational Education. This is accompanied by a
Pupil .vorkbook.
Vocational /guidance includes a study in iiieasurin{; in-
dividual qualifications against job requirements. Better
Guidance, Occupational Information and Vocational Guidance are
outlines isorked out to help teachers with the material. The
latter is a course of study set up in such a vaay that it might
well serve as a i^uide in setting up a similar outline for any
other community. Four lar-^e areas are outlined: (68)
1. Jobs suitable to the handicap.
2. Helpin,:; pupils understand how to caoose a Job,
;5. How to oSt a job,
4, i/iakiucj the most of the job,
ilractical and helpful sug:i;estions as to teaching
methods and sources for teaching materials are ^iven for each
area.
Area 3 is here given as an illustration of this very
excellent outline.
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III. Hov? to get I. The purpose of this I. Practice sheets
a job (give unit is to give the jfl and jfll
in middle of pupil specific in-
semester. He- structions relative
peat just be- to obtaining work
fore end of either through a
semester pu- placeinent agency or
pil is leav- on his own initia-
ing school). tive.
A# Obtaining a. Teacher should out-
working per- line carefully for
mit papers the pupils the ex-
and social act steps necessary
security in obtaining work-
cards, ing permit papers
and social secur-
ity cards.
1 - Practice in fill-
ing in practice
sheets jr'^ and
//II should be
provided for the
pupils
.
2 - The need for a
birth certifi-
cate .
3 - Exact informa-
tion sL'Ould be
given the pupils
as to where to
go to obtain
social security
cards and -i-^ork-
ing permit pa-
pers .
B. Obtaining jobs I. Discuss with pupils
through piace- function of job
ment agencies placement services,
how they are oper-
1 - Hehabilita- ated, and vjhy vje have
tion Office them. Point out that
(514 Boule- pupils must cooperate
vard Build- with these agencies
ing, cor- if the results are to
ner ..ood- be worthwhile.
\ Ward anu
Grand 31vd)
.

t2. - Board of ExDlain the our—
education pose of the Re-
Pla.CBLient habilitation Ser—
Service vice and hov; it
(1S46 Broad- functions in re-
?«'aV
)
card to iob
placeiient and
3 - U.3 .iCmploy- follow-up for
ment Service Sueeial Sduca-
tion DUDils.
1-Rehabilitati on
agents call at
pupil' s home
2—Provide niedi—
oal examina-
tions
3-Help pupil
find 1obs
4—Provide spec-
ial trainiri-'
in certain cir—
Qui!is tan c a s
B. 1-Revievv vjith pu-
Dil locition of
this office.
(10th floor
American 'iadia—
tor Building.
Downtown, 112 ^^I, Jef- 2—Se suro; that
ferson do., 5925 they understand
jbiSLst Side. 1"-421 lU. that thev are
Jefferaoil Le- 9500 to take the
Midtov<n, 6210 Second follovtin/; papers
Tr. l-olOO with them when
Kortii side. 11500 Jos. thev aDolv for
Camoau Tvj , 2-21:;34 help in obtain-
Northeast, 6590 Hurlbat ing employiiiien t
.
PI. 3480
^vest side, 5459 V. Fort a-3irth certif-
Vi . 2-260U icate
Korth\^jest, 10785 Vrand b—Social secur-
River Ho. 0815 ity card
c~ oricin/ per-
mit papers
C. 1-Reviev.' v^ith pu-
pils the loca-
tions of the
1
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2»i^xplain that
there ia a di-
rector, Mr*
Harold T, Uayos,
who has the re-
8ponsiL>ility of
obt'iinlHi-: em-
ploy.' ;ent for
handicapped in-
dividuals.
3-Polrit out that
the U,:;» 'JTiiploy-
laent viervice
knows the aa-
ploynent needs
for the entire
urea furid can di-
rect individuals
to joby .vhora the
neod exists.
4*Iixplain to pupils
that, individuals
eaipioyed in war
ossontiul ork
must apply at the
United .states i^im-
ployrrien t i o rv i ce
ii they plun to
ohan^^e Jobu.
5«:Hevl9iB with pu-
pils the import-
ance of takiii;;
the proper pa-
para with them
when applyin
at this office
( aeQ U2 above
)
Qm Obtainin;: Jobs tlirougii !• Discuss v^ith pu- a» Newspaper
auvertis3:u .nto pils inhere ''Help 'Help ant-
'/anted** ads are advortise-
found in ne.- ijpaper i-'ients
and how to a:.lect
those v»hioh vsould B, V;"orksheets
fit their apti- §9 and i^lO.
tudes.
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A« Have pupils
brin ; viant
ads and se-
lect suit-
able jobs
listed.
13. Discuss their
selections
.
D. Obtainin.; jobs by
means of "Letters
of Application" I, Discuss purpose
and use of "Let-
ters of Appli-
cation," Discuss
contents of such
a letter. Have
pupils dictate,
in concert, a
letter and v^rite
on blackboard.
HevieiV it care-
fully for better
content. Have
pach pupil vjrite
a letter and use
for group dis-
cussion and
criticisui.
iii, Obcainin.vj jobs I, Use real or duirmiy lA. Real or
over the telephone telephone ^'or dunnay
practice purposes. telephone
Have f^roup dis-
cuss each pupil's B. Telephone
practice efforts. books
Review practice
in using tele-
phone books
.
Point out that
the telephone
should be used
only in certain
circumstances
A.Have pupils
look up names
selected by
teacher
•
-
I,
37.
Disouss the impcirt-
oiioe of be In/', at
uiie^ti beat in an
iritervievi'
Mirror
"5, Pictures and
A. Good personal
appearance (nave
mirror huri : in
olassroOi!!;
«
charts of
well-dresaed
boys and
C. IrHippeta
Hair; cie-inli«»
ness of person;
neat und sensi-
ble clotho.T.
;j. Good ape akin:":
voice—no muiab-
iing,
C, Kno^'sini: what
you viant to say,
i), Havin?.-; ansv^ers
to stock ques-
tions ready
IS* Aotin/r courteous-
ly - Tea 3ir -
no Sir - Thank
you
F. 3e honest %'ith
employer: tell
truth
Cf Be there early
il. Practice inter-
views between pupil
and teacher as v*ell
fis bet^Jeen pupils.
Simply constructed
puppets laay oe uood
for practice inter-
vievis IS it allodia
the pupils to ex-
press their feel-
ing's without self-
oorisoiouaness. Dif-
ferent types of eia-
pXuy.iiiiXil intervie^^j
should be practiced;
1-gati at^ition, 2-fac-
t.orv em.,'lo y,;ieiit. of-—
fiee, etc*
I«
G» Application
blanks
I, 3inee nearly all
jobs require the
fill in/--in of ap-
plioation blaiiKs,
it is hif^hly es-
sential that pu-
pils b© given prac-
tice in this, ork
sheets alZ and „ 13
as V3ell as any
other bl;uiics ob-
tainable I'roja eni-
ployers ouy be mod*
iiave pupils leani
to print iiaiiies
(last naiucs firwl)
and aUdressGS a.'j
neatly as postiibie
and to ?irite ana11
so tlMt all in-
formation may bo
i)laced in limited
space, liQlp
pupils obtain and
ae^or i iio answer s
to queetioiis gen-
erally round on
application blani^s
as:
1-itiothe r • K ...iuidan
nam©
2-oountry of
birth
3-bir thdatej^etc
.
B.
vork sheets
^'12 emd tf l3
Application
blanks from
some
employers
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In 1938 Cliicago established the so called Lo-.'er
Vocational Centers to provide for all mentally deficients over
12 years of ar;e and with intelli^ierice quotients belov; 70.
These schools are planned to do for the feeble minded what the
Higher Vocational School is planned to do for the normal. At
16 soiue of the mentally deficient are able to transfer to these
Higher Vocational Schools. The objectives of the Lo.ver Voca-
tional Schools are { 51):
1. The development of manual skills.
2. Teaching the basic academic skills.
'd, Teachin{^, the desirable use of leisure time.
4. Trainin^j for economic self sufficiency.
.Emphasis is placed in these schools on occupational information,
vocational trainin^^ and vocational guidance.
Occupational information is tauo;ht throu .ih an "Occu-
pational Course" worked out by Bernadine Schmidt. It involves
the study of industries in Chicago in which employ;ii.v;nt suited
to the abilities of the pupils can be found.
Much vocational traininf^ is offered here. The girls
have seviin,,, cooking, millinery and weaving.
In school \york experience is provided in running: a
General Store which is under the direction of an elected General
Manai;er and Board of Directors. The store includes 11 depart-
ments, kluch of the stock is made by the girls.
The boys work in vvood, metal and plaster, auto mechan-
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Ics and home decorating. A Home Helpers course teaches how
to repair broken articles. School Service teaches hOTj to do
work around the school.
Vocational Guidance aims to help the pupil in looking
for ?»'ork, preparinf- for an interviev;
,
using want ads, in fill-
ing work applications in developing desirable work and char-
acter traits.
Placement assistance is provided in part time em-
ployment Wiiile in school and also after leavin:* school.
Provisions for vocational education and G^i<iance are
made for all the mentally deficient in Newark, Nev; Jersey.
A consideration of the social maturity of this ^^^.roup has re-
sulted in their bein,: accepted in secondary schools under an
especially planned pro^-ram. All over 12 years of age who
have a Social v;,uotient of 80 and up, a social rating of 70,
and an I. . of 60 to 90 are accepted. Pupils are divided
into 2 (groups acoordine; to their I. Q. - '.*ork for those with
I. Q,.*s betvveen G0-7d is planned on a different level than
that planned for thoae in the hi^rher group. The pro{'ram in-
cludes "technical" work such as reading, writing, arithmetic,
measuring, construction; "scientific" experiences such as work-
! Ing with gadgets in the home: Much vjork experience is planned.
The social studies is the point of departure for all this vjork
in vocational i^uidance.
New York has only recently begun to plan for voca-
tional education and guidance. Up to 19413 there viere no
(
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epeoial provisions for adolescents along these lines. The
special classes cared for all non-academic pupils without dif-
ferentiating the mentally deficient. There is still no place-
ment done, no follow up, no job supervision.
The program in {',eneral is similar to the one in De-
troit in that occupational information, vocational trainin{3
and guidance are presented formally. The curriculum is set
up in ::;roups of interest cores in vvhich these three areas are
emphasized. Coreo are novi in use for children from 7 years
of age to 17
.
The allocation of cores to the different chrono-
logical ace levels and the selection of skills to be taught in
each core was based partly on results of a study done with the
mentally deficient in Ner; York. The study (5 ) undertook to
obtain an estimate of the median mental ability and academic
ekill of retarded boys and girls at different chronological
age levels. Four thousand two hundred and fifty nine test
samplings were used from reports submitted by fifty tv7o teachers
The mental test results used and the majority of achievement
tests viere taken from clinical reports mude by licensed psychol*
ogists. Other achievement test results were obtained from
standardized tests administered and rated by teachers trained
in the viork. The results are considered valid only for the
purposes indicated. Results are chartered in terms of chron-
ological afse, mental age, intelli,;i;ence quotient and accomphish-
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merit in school subjects expressed in -rrade levels. Vi.'henever,
in working out the cores arbitrary decisions had to be made
they ^ere made by a group of ten experienced teachers of the
retarded.
The guidin/j objectives of the committee ^shich worked
on the cores were:
1. To provide a limited nuiaber of basic occupational
skills for specified C.A. levels centered about meaningful,
realistic cores of interest,
2, leaking the cores start from the nearest and most
meanin(5ful environment of the pupil and gradually leading him
to an ultimate realization of his privileges and responsibilit iei
as a citizen and as a contributing member of the social sphere
in ?3hich he lives and functions.
3. Grading the skills for each core so as to allovj for
the varyin^-r abilities find capacities of the children on each
C.A, level.
4. Creatine a spiral course of study in T?»hich the basic
percepts in Occupational :.!]ducation appear on different C.A.
levels but in graded decrees of difficulty, detail and abstrac-
tion.
5. Providing for C.A. levels from 13-17 content material
in teachin<^ occupational information, vocational guidance and
the non-manual aspects of vocational training. Laying a
foundation for the attainiaent of social placement.
The cardinal objective of this course of study is the
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creation of a pro^^ram based on the total needs of the children
rather than on temporary child interest. The needs to be met
are those that constitute the total life picture of the in-
dividual .
6. Cores were set up for children in secondary school;
1. Study of Job Areas.
2. Preparation for the Selection of a Job Area,
3. Gettin^i a Job.
4. Spending One*s Income.
5. The ./orker as a Citizen.
6. Living *ith othero.
12 aiaster topics were decided upon as sources from
mhich to develop skills:
1. People
2. Food
3. Clothing
4. Shelters
5. Health and Hygiene
6. Safety
7. Recreation
8. Workers
9. Transportation ana CoiQiuunication
10. iwodern Comforts and Conveniences
11. Grovermaental Structure and Agencies.
12. Social Responsibilities and/or Relationships,
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The skills Tor each level are not only graded from
the simplest to the most difficult but are also divided into
three tracks - "Slowest, average" and "Advanced"- to provide
for differences in the learninc potential of the children.
For it is reco^^nized many factors other than intelli-r^ence in-
fluence the maximum functionin g of a child. The coimPiittee
considered the folloviing factors as the most important in in-
fluencin^;' the performance of children dth the same I. 0.
rating:
1. Degree of emotional stability,
2. State of health.
3. Presence of physical disabilities,
4. Degree of social development,
5. jcixtent of academic progress,
6. Home back:;round and other environ.iental factors.
7. Degree of manual dexterity.
8. Kmployability potential,
,
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V.
Principles of the Program of
Vocational lilducation and Guidance.
Authorities in the field of special education feel
that the school will be held more and more responsible for the
vocational education and f>uidance of the mentally defioient . ( 21]
The settini^s up of a program to meet the needs of the mentally
deficient will require a consideration of the follotvine;:
1, The types of employment in which this c^roup is likely
to succeed,
2. A study of the occupational potentialities of the
group
•
3, An adaptation of the most workable xerograms in use
today to local needs.
4. Application of the best teachinr- methods to be used
in carrying out the aims of the program,
Many follow up studies have been done to find v-hat
types of employment are open to the feeble minded. The study
done by IJoel Keys and J. M. Nathan in 1932 (32) is significant
in that it reports results of five different studies done in
give different localities. Only those gainfully employed were
considered in the study. The median I. i^. of the subjects
Was 65 - 70. 80 vjas the hi{^est included. Results shois the
follovving percenta^^es in different types of work:

1. BZfo - in unskilled v^ork
Bfo - skilled laborers
X.9% - .small shop or farra laborers
2-69-iib - of thf* oToiio wnT*ki?d in "factories
4.6% - employed in farms and dairies
3.19>^ - employed as doiaestics
15. 7/0 - do seising, kitchen and laundry work.
Studies done by Beckraan ( 9 ) , Mathews ( 39) and
Brophy (12) show the work which can be done by the feeble
minded at each mental age level. 3eckman*s results are a
compilation of the results of several studies. The others
are results of follow up studies.
Beckman
M of 5.
Boys Girls
wash dishes
sandx^aper furniture
scrub and polish floors
feed and fold from mangle
simple domestic ^vork
brush makes's assistant
handle cinders and garbage
cut ratis in accurate strips
follo"8S pattern in simple
seviiing
pare vegetables
cut rags in accurate strips
wash dishes by hand
sew ra>5 carpet
M.A. of o.
mow lawn
kitchen scullion
mix ceiiient
handle freie:^ht
brush inakini;
simple laundry
assist brick mason
crochet open mesh
v<eave ra.^ rug with pattern
simple laundry
operate mangle
fold clothes

i*A. of 7
Boys
rough painting
simple shoe repair in.;^
2 horse team
plow
blacksmith's assistant
chair cane
make brooms
simple carpentry
domestic work
M.A, of 8
handle coal and ashes
pitch and load hay
barn work
paint outside and interior
flat ^ork
hair cut and shave
shingle and set glass
make vjooden toys
make nets
garden work
repair raattresses
M.A. of 9
entire broom making process
foot pov^er printing press
block paper into pads
repair furniture
paint toys
higher process of shoe repair-
ing
harvest vegetables and fruit
mattress and pillow making
learn alto horn
manipulate drums
fancy brush laaking
Girls
knit neckties and scarfs
plain and Italian hemstitch-
ing
cross stitch
braid
sew rags for rugs
simple domestic vjork
hand ironing
simple packing of small
articles
stitch neckties - fillet
from pattern
make baskets
operate bead loom
stencil v;ork
dress doll without help
operate scarf loom
make dresses cut by others
plain ironing
high grade domestic \\!ork
hand weavin ; and knitting
knit stockings and mittens
fancy basket making
cloth toy -mking
pottery making
operate automatic rug loom
cut out and make dresses
plain cooking
pillow lace imking
sevj in lining - hat industry
sew mounts on cardboard
sew buttons
make novelties
M.A. of 10
setting and sorting type
sign painting
electrician's assistant
steam fitter's assistant
form makin;- for cement and
floors
raffia and reed work
basketry
Swedish embroidery
sweater laachine
looper for stocking toes
starching and polishing in
- laundry
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M.A. of 10 (cont'd
Boys
shellackin,:^ and varnishing
bass horn and oornet
laundry work (detailed)
garden work (detailed)
carrying mail
M.A.
oompetent janitors
stock keeping
store keeping (small)
labellin:^ and oliecking
green Jiouse attendant
laivn (care taker)
Girls
fancy laundry vjork
fancy cookinr
,
cakes, candy,
canninij
learn cornet and saxophone
of 11 and 12
seis garters and povjder puffs
sew wire ed ;es and facing
in hats
simple library v3ork
Italian cut work
power sealing in canning
learn first violin, cello,
flute, and clarinet
MatheVIS
«
Under M. A, 8
helper on freight truck
helpers on trucks
roofer's helper
helper in restaurant
upholstering
tender in round house
taking boards from a saw
repairing auto radiators
mailing boxes
boiler maker's helper
helpers on machines
repairing furniture
painter
machinist's helper
packing glass
farm hands
milk \yagons
helpers on farms
M.A. 8
rough work in factory
errand boy
set up pins in bovjling alley
M.A. 9
elevator boy
factory and farm workers
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M.A. 10
railroad employee
drivers of teams and trucks
canvasser
over M.A. 10
director of stock - 7 men in his charge
truck driver
painter
broom maker
turning eggs in hatchery
factory ^'jork
Brophy
Boys Girls
M^A. 5
rppe braiding
olothes sorting
garden work
operating man^^le
M*A. 6
handling gar^iage , cinders
freight, laundry work
farm eind dairy work
mowing lawns
mixing cement
brick layer* s assistant
common laborer
M.A. 7
rough painting
simple carpentry
making brooms
driving truck
cleaning automobiles
hand iron
hand weaving
knitting
weaving rag rugs vjith
patterns
hand ironing
hand weaving
knitting
weaving rag rugs vv'ith
pattern
hand or machine sewing
braiding
simple packing of small
articles
bottle vinegar
case sausage

Boys
painter^s helper
clean boilers
out hair ana shave
machine operators in auto
industry
sprayer
leather cutting
solders
shoe repairing
motion picture rocichine
operator
repairing fui'niture
auto horns repairer
laundry workers
set and sort type
printing
paint sicJ^is
shipping clerk
play bass drum, cornet
M.A. 8
Girls
maice dresses if cut by some-
one else
time keepers
wrapping packages
M.A. 9
M.A. 10
knit stockirigs, mittens
laake pottery
cut and niake dresses
do plain cooking
sei^ buttons
laundry workers
raffia and reed vuork
Swedish embroidery
salesgirl
The scale worked out by Burr (13) is another source
to consult in deterrainj^nt.^ Jobs the feeble minded can hold.
It is interesting^ to note that the scales as first isorked out
(62) ^yere subsequently found to be too high. It was found for
instance that those vjith a M.A. of only 5 could be trained to
succeed at the easiest packing jobs. Women with an M.A. of 6
could be placed in light factory v?ork. At seven, so.ie had
been trained for assembling parts, errand service, examining
and pasting parts.
The McKeon follow up study done in ^7orcester, Massa-

ehusetts (70 ) shovyed tiiat of the Jobs held by former
special class pupils »T?ere helpers Jobs; 17, Sy^ were in the de-
livery service; 11'^ ivere drivers; 10.3^ 'sere machine operators;
7^ were on government projects; the remaining]; 13,2;^ included Id
occupations
.
Miss Hoi)kinson»s study (69) proved, that the mentally
deficient could be trained for Jobs in the production of
plastic Jewelry*
VYe would then expect that the work most of the feeble
minded are to prepare for will fall in tl:^ unskilled tiroup or
the lo\i3est group of occupations as classified by the Dictionary
of Occupational Titles. A few who possess some special abil-
ity vjill be found among the serai-skilled and skilled workers.
The major occupational groupings as i^ven by the
Dictionary as \vell as the Barr Scale (11) may be placed in an
acceptable order of intellectiial demands. Both these measures,
it is true, are based on subjective estimates alone of intelli-
gence needed for each Job, Judged by expert workers. But Blau
and Lorge found (11) that there is a correlation between sub-
jective estimates of intelligence demanded on the Job and ob-
jective measures. They found a correlation of .76 lisith the
Mean Barr Scale value of 9,46 and a standard deviation of 3,09;

and with the mean Fryer standard score of 5.21 and standard
deviation of .65,
As has been pointed out in chapter 3, the prime con-
sideration in the education and training of the J3ientally de-
ficient for jobs in \^hich they can succeed is a consideration
of their level of intellir.ence . However, it is important to
consider special abilities early irs the vocational education of
the mentally deficient in order that appropriate training can
be given to help those with special abilities utilize these
abilities to the best advantage,
Lit^htfoot (34) voices the idea that manual training
is stressed because the school is unable to provide any other
trainin{^; that therefore there is no remarkable result from
8uch training, Viiriam Pritchard concludes that the mentally
deficient not having mechanical skill should be trained for
other work. She points out that the majority of the feeble
minded who were trained for mechanical trades soon gravitated
to other jobs. There are sufficient tests of manual dexterity
and mechanical aptitude which can be used successfully v;ith
those of the feeble minded who are considered capable of pro-
fiting from a program, of vocational education and guidance.
There is little justification in subjecting all to training
along mechanical lines. The two tests of manual aptitude to
be described here are tlm Minnesota Manual Dexterity Test, and
the Finger Dexterity Test.

The Minnesota test measures speed of hand and arm
movements. The speed with which the subject picks up and
places cylindrical blocks all of the same size in holes in a
board is recorded. The test is used to deteraiine aptitude for
semi-skilled factory operations 'vvhich require a hif^h degree of
manual dexterity. Food wrappers and packers do well on this
test. This aptitude measures early. The Standard Norms
given are applicable to adults and children from 13 on. This
aptitude is an asset in the followin[^ 8 occupations: butter
packers, butter ^rap:^ers, food packers, bank tellers, semi-
skilled workers, skilled manual v-'orkers, steno{:raphers
,
mechanics
.
;ara«3e
The Finder Dexterity Test is used to indicate apti-
tude for those kinds of bench work which require rapid manip-
ulation of objects such as pickin'i up and placinti small parts
in asseiiibly -.iork. It is used v;ith adults and children over
13. ;Vomen engaged in meter and instrument makin,-' rank highest
here, butter wrappers lovjest.
The Minnesota Paper Form Board, the Spatial Relations
and the Assemt>ly Test can be used to discover mechanical
ability.
The Paper Form Board is a paper test which indicates
degree to which an individual is capable of discriminating
geometrical jkatterns in 2 dimensions and Lianipulating such
figures.
The Spatial Relations Tests is a series of form
boards designed to measure speed and accuracy in discriminating
sizes and shapes. It can be used with children in the upper
elementary grades as well as with adults, (62)
The Assemt)iy Test is desi^^ned for ages 11-21. Dr.
Burr describes its use «ith a girl whose mental age was 7.10
(14). It was found that althouG?: the results of other items
on the scale vjere negliii:;ible , she possessed sufficient manual
dexterity to do well on the tape threadin;^ and bead stringing
test. After some training, this girl was able to do simple
table work in a factory.
Dr. Burr also recommends the use of the alacQuarrie
,
Stenquist and Toops ivlechanical Assembly Tests. The MaC^uarrie
test gives the age levels of each separ^ite part as determined
by the Babcock method. The test scores then, can be broken
dovjn into single units for guidance purposes.
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The Stenquist Eechanlcal Test is especially desip^ned
for boys. The test items are arranged in tvvo groups of 5.
The first 5 give reliable indications of the subject's train-
ability in siiaple manual tasks, the second 5 for raore involved
jobs
.
The Toops ilechanical Assembly Test for Girls also
offers sug^^estions as to the best type of training if used in
sectioxis
.
Dr. Burr finds the Babcock Efficiency iixamination
very useful because it not only tests a girl's vjork capacity
but it also analyzes the various mental processes involved.
For, as has been pointed out earlier, equivalent mental levels,
equivalent initial learnin.; ability do not mean that t^vo per-
sons can be equally efficient workers. Many other physical
and mental characteristics need to be considered.
The use of the Horschach instruraent can also be re-
coiamended here. It has been found to be of ;^reat value in
vocational £:^uidance. It is appropriate for all a^es beyond
three years, all levels of intelligence and vathout regard to
environcient and training.
Other factors to consider in deteriaininG the occu-
pational potentiality of the mentally deficient are: physical
and mental health, social and emotional maturity and educa-
tional achieveraent
.
The survey of pro^iranis in operation in representative
cities sho'wed that the following phases u-ere being emphasized:
1. occupational information
2. vocational ^;;uidaiice
3. vocational training
4. vocational place. lent
5. social placeaient
The first three areas are presented fornially. In
order to be carried out successfully eacu one needs to be based
on a thorout.=;h survey of the coiafaunity to find jobs the group
i
\
1
1

needs to learn about, hov; to compare their capacity ^^ith the
requirements of these jobs, to find the jobs for ^hich training
would be profitable. Success will depend on the thorou{i;hnes3
with which the lociility has been surveyed, the teaching plans
adapted to the c:;roup and the methods used.
It raust be eraphasized that the first three areas be
based on a very systematic study of work available in each
locality. For the kind of employinent found possible vjill
vary from community to coniiTiunity . Jobs in a rural community
will be found in a^^riculture . A small community built around
one or tiso industries will need to consider jobs available in
these fev; industries. An exaiaple of work studied in such a
community vms done in the to'.vn of Leominster by iiiss Hilda
Eopkinson (gg ) . In the city it is impossible to train for all
available occupations, because the occupations and skills
represented are so diverse. Here vocational guidance, train-
ing in non-manual skills and work experience in sheltered shops
need to be stressed.
The acquiring of occupational information is a contin
uous process, Mucli of it will have been acquired lon.^ before
the mentally deficient enters upon a program of vocational
education. In earlier years the child learned about different
occupations more to understand the contributions others were
making tovmrd his welfare, to realize the interdependence of
paople to cultivate a respect for v;ork done by others. In the

last years of his schooling It is pljmnod that he learn «hat
contribution he can niako*
Occupational ixiforiaatlon shoald inolude auch areas
as the Tollowing worxtad out for each conraunlty; kinds of Jobs
available for diffsrsnt raeiabers of the croup; descriptions
and analyses of these Jobs; vihere jobs are located; hm to
get the job*
The short outline of the guidance program in Chlca>:^o
as £iveu by BemadinQ Sohraidt niay well suiraaarlze the vocational
guidance xjroareuas in j;:;©nerai.
1. personaiity rehabilitation;
2. teachiiu:: of fundiuaental aca(lemi,c skills; looking
for ^^ork; interviev^s; using want ada; filling work applications
3. development of desirable* work and character
traits;
4# placement assistance in part time effiployinent
while in school;
5. plaoejaent after leaving school*
The subject matter in the course of study should be
set up to include such topics as: ho^ to choose a job, how to
make the most of the job, ho^? to keep a job, adjusting to
accidents axaX unomployruent , hovj to save, ho^ to ;:*'t alon^ with
others on the job and av/ay froia it. The teaching of these

non-iTianual skills must be empiiasized
.
The extent to which a vocational guidance program
Is carried out will depend upon vjhether the teacher is the
only guidance worker or a counsellor is provided. In many
large cities where the Junior high school students are pro-
vided vjith counsellors as a matter of course, handicapped
Children, even of hit^h school age have none. The classroom
teacher then assumes the ^^uidanoe function. Grouping of
subject matter into a vocational t'^^ii^iance course will take
care of group {guidance.
Individual counselling will be based on:
the I.'Q,., results of special aptitude and achievement
tests, "behavior.iraois'' and other anecdotal records
submitted by teachers, records of physical and mental
health, temperamental and emotional traits, social
maturity, general behavior, faiiiily and neighborhood
environment.
PrOi^ram adjustments must be made to provide time for
individual counselling vshere it is done by the teacher alone.
Shortened periods or an afternoon a \veek should be set aside,
jit might be possible to assign the group to regular classes
such as gyi^i, shop work or auditorium in order to make time for
counselling
,
iiVhere there is a counsellor much more can be accom-
plished. The guidance Si:)eciali3t will have time to carry out
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such projects as the following (16 )
:
I. Supervising tiie compilation of current occupational
information. ^
Z, Constructing courses of study in occupational inform-
ation and guidance.
3. ilrrangine:; for exhibits of pupils' isork done in con-
nection with these courses.
4. Utilizing the facilities of all existing public and
• private employraent agencies.
5. Establishing contacts v^ith personnel managers in pub-
lic and private industry,
6. Educating labor oianagement as to the worth of the re-
tarded in industry by such raeans as gathering and publicizing
data on the success of retarded workers properly trained and
supervised.
7. Compiling data \vhich will establish the need for
sheltered vivorkshops
.
8. Keeping cumulative records of pupils up to date in
follow up V3ork of social and Job experience, u-
9. Making provisions for utilizing and aut^menting the
facilities of all existing social and vocational rehabilitation
agencies. ^
10. Replacing the pupil in industry after treatment if
such is necessary.
II. Maintaining contact with employer after Job placement.

1The type or vocational training provided for will
again depend upon the survey of the industries in the partic-
ulal^ locality. There is a difference of opinion as to whether
Bpecific vocational training is possible. Some teachers and
administrators feel that it is not x)ossible to brin;; into the
class simple routine factory work. They believe tiiat prep-
aration should be carried out on the job and that emphasis in
school should be on acquiring of habits ( 38) • Soiae deny the
need for vocational traininr3 altogether on the grounds that
the simple worK this group vjill be doin-? can be learned on the
Job
.
The need for trainin;;; cannot be denied. Those who
have worked with the retarded know well that no matter how
simple a job iTiay seem tj us, to the dull this very siaall re-
quirement looias large. However, it is true that most routine
factory v^ork cannot be brought into the classroom. Work ex-
perience done with the help and under the supervision of a
special teacher or counsellor xtlll take care of this kind of
work. itltho there is evidence that some Boutine factory work
can be brought into the classrooia* Miss Hoptcinson's study sho^-vs
hoxi this can be done in the production of plastic je?jelry.
The value of work experience has been definitely
determined for the normal. Proof can be found in the numerous
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cooperative courses in various fielda bein^ set up in high
schools.
It laust be re^seiabered chat; the feeble minded will be
•ngaged in laany other joss besides routine factory work. And
If the reaouro6 3 oi" the school und coiamuaity are surveyaS and
used, much training is poesibla. The urdinary junior high
school has m&plti oquipfufent for trainiao along lin@:i of donses-
tic service for gii-is^ the shop arid the school building ofre..-s
• quipiaent for trainines tha boys for iMiny of the assistant jobs
they will fill.
Too, eapnaais iiiust uts i.>i.uoed oii non-iuimuai skills.
A pupil who has gained through courses in occupational in-
formation and ::;ui(tfmr;e many habitn, attitadeo and skills in
connection «itn job ciewtinti aiiu jou Keepnti,;; u pupil who lias
had in school as much training in as many job ureas suited to
his capacity as possible; a pupil who has h«id the privilege
of work experience in mid out of school has not very mch more
to isarn on the job. Since he hus buKlt up a ^;ood background
of habits, attitudes and skill;:, necessary in hoidin-.^ a job,
he can devote all his attention to learnin : any little new
skill on the job.
Vocational trainin;^ for the Eientally defiaient need
not then, be sjxpensive. It iaust be retaQiabered that there is
little justifictitloa ixi duplicatinii for tais gi'oup the services

of the regular classes in training for the higher job levels.
For those with potential ability above the semi-akilled level
comprise only 8% of the group. This 8fo does need specialized
vocational education and guidance services but not of the kind
that require separate and specialized roachines and other equip-
ment. (32)
Such studies as Bigelo"w»3 (lO)and Theodora Abel's
( 1 ) demonstrate the need of sheltered shops and long term vjork
experience for the retarded. Work experience is preferred to
apprenticesiiip in that the training of the pupil is hjindled by
the teacher, counsellor or coordinator not by another worker
or by the foreman. The supervision of the deficient on the
job and the advancing of the pupil from Job to job TS!ithin a
factory needs to be done by a specialist.
Since it is true that the mentally deficient need a
much longer period of training than the normal, it is recom-
mended that work experience , a part of the program for the
mentally deficient in secondary school, begin in the first year
of junior high school. Vocational training is based on this
work experience. Pupils bet^^een 12 and 14 will have in-school
work experience, those bet^veen 14 and 16 experience in jobs
in the community. Of course plaoeroent in any job, in school
or oat must be based on a consideration of the cumulative re-
Cords kept for each pupil.
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The following is a list of possible in-school Jobs.
City
The pupils at the Handy tTunior High School at Bay, Michigan
do many of these jobs in their school:
Janitor's Assistant:
sweex)ing
care of waste and ashes
running incinerator
washing windoYJs
reconditionin.:^: school furniture
(sandpapering, shellacking arid varnishing)
minor paint jobs (flat paint)
taking cars of tools
taking care of game fields and courts
waxing, oiling floors
dusting
Gardening
taking care of lawns - rolling,
fertilizing, raking, cutting
trimming shrubbery
care of flo^ver beds
watering, weeding
Office help
running mimeograph machine
running motion picture mfc\chine
messengers
counting out and distributing notices
distributing mail
storing school supplies and filling teacher's
orders
storing and distributing visual aids materials
Lunchroom work
serving
washing dishes
checking eao;! day's milk order
preparing food for sandwich fillings
making up sandwiches
These Jobs are always available in any junior high
school. If the teacher v^ill constantly search for additional

4obs she undoubtedly find, many movB if not in the school
then in the ooiuoiuaity. Umy job; done by coinaiunlty or{-cm*
izations - til© Bed Cross, child oare centers offer profitable
vocational training and car:> brought into the olaserooEi,
Too, very often it is possible to set up in eohool faciliti«a
far truinin*^ in routine jobs done in the factoriejs of the
oonuaunity. (69)
In-school work experience i^ill probably not be planned
for mo're than a period a day» Ho^^ever, the work to be done
by eaoh pupil during:: that ho^ar must be carefully planned,
supervised and chocked. It 'sould defeat the purpose of «ork
experience to allo^i the pupil to do hie \?orl; in a slipshod
mariner lind then 3i>end the rest of his tii.ae In idleness* A
ttork sheet with a littt of r»oi-K to be done should be issued to
tide pupil for eacii hour of Mjrk experience. Marks for eaoh
hour should be baaed on attitudes, thorou>;hness and industry*
The pupil should have aa many different kinds of
work experience both in school and out of school. Follows up
studies repeatedly brine ^ut the fact t.i-it the feeble minded,
onoe he loses the one job for which he had been trained, often
fails to adjuat to a nev. job.
work axparienoe In the oomunity involves asreerionts
between the school, the employer and the pupil* © parents.
The school ai'id the employer will need to agree on the number of
hours the pupil is to vsork, ^e^s, workine, conditions, the

duties o£ the supervisor, rights of the employer in oase of
unsatisfactory vi'ork, the rotation of pupils from job to Job,
reports employer isiil be asked to give about the pupil, whether
or not the employer has the rignt to offer the pupil full time
employiaent at the end of training.
The parents need to si^;n an agree.Tient as to vaages and
liours. The U, S, Employment Office or State Labor Bureau
will be of help in the matter of wages and hours. For min-
imum ?Jage and hour lavis must be observed, the approval of union
leaders should be secured.
Time devoted to work experience vdll vary from a
minimum of 15 hours a vjeek to a full tirae 8 hours a day.
i^pils should not work at any job later than 7; 00 P.M. and no
earlier than 7:00 A.M.
Methods of rotating pupils vary. It would seem more
profitable to have short periods of alternating vjork and school
for the feeble minded. In Baltimore Llaryland children vvork
as teams. "A" and "3" hold the same Job. wliile "A" is in
school for two weeks, "B" is on the Job. ./hen "B" returns to
school, "A" goes on the Job. In this way the employer has the
^ob covered full t ii'ie for the school term and the pupils do not
lose touch either with their school work or their Job.
It is interesting to note here that of the 8 large
cities of the United States vjiiich have excellent programs for
vocational education and guidance, only 2 have put into opera-
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tion programs ol' out-of*school ^ork experience. The writer's
questionnaire wiis answered by all 8 cities — !:ov? York, Los
Angeles and San Francisco, Gal., Baltimore, Md., Detroit, Mich.,
Minneapolis, Minn., Nevmrk, J., and Rochester, N. Y. The
programs in Baltimore and Detroit are the only complete pro-
grams in thr.it thoy include i9ork experience in the corauiunity.
There oi'e other isolated provisions for work experience throu^^-
out the country. However, these are not part of any program,
I nor are they systematically or thoroU{Thly planned.
i
The Baltimore program offers traininc and work ex-
perience in V800dv.'ork, electricity, sheet-metal, shoe repair,
I
I
wrapping, packing:, sorting, sample filin^^, soda fountain T/ork,
'pretzel twisting, glass exaraination , seamstress helper, gro-
cery store helper and messenger. Job training units have been
worked out for each of these jobs. One of them is reprinted
here as an excellent example of hov< to set up a training plan
for teaching skills needed on a Job in the coimaunity. This
(is an example which may be followed because:
II
1. it fills a definite need for workers in a local in-
dustry;
I
2. it is prepared for a definite group of pupils - low
'mentality, sone manuaJ. dexterity;
ij
3. it is based on a well thought out job analysis (a
; study of the skills involved broken down into their most
elementary forms.

Departncnt of Jduoation
Division of Vocational i^ducation
Baltimore IG, Maryland
Ootober 1944
Job Training
JrTetzel Tvjisting
(Low Ability)
The pretzel baking; industry offers many opportunities for
girls v^iio have reached the age of sixteen.
The equipment needed for teachin;; this skill is simple and
inexpensive
.
iill sirls in the Job Trainin^^ Classes \vho have been given
this tPiiininr', have been able to master the skill. Not all
have been able to attain the cornmercial standard of speed.
k. This unit consists of the following equipment:
1, Tv9o, four, or six boards fourteen inches wide, fifty
inches long, and about one inch thici-c. (14"X50"X1")
2, Fifty-four feet of ordinary clothes line for use with
each board. This clothes line is cut in ei^-hteen inch
strips— thirty-six strips for each board.
3. T^Jo buckets, capacity t'.io or three i^allons.
4. Linoleum to covar boiirds. This last is optional bat
is economical in the last analysis as it prevents the
boards frori warping.
B. Method of ti';isting pretzels.
(This method might prove very difficult for the learner
%'ith only the viritten directions, therefore vie advise the
instructor to learn first hand from an experienced person
and use the following directions raerely as a ^juide.)
1. The pret2:.el is held i^'ith one end betiveen the thumb and
fore-finger of the right hand and the other end bet-veen
the thumb and fore-finger of the left hand. Fig. 1.
2, L is held in the air while B is held near the board
—
the pretzel is held in a perpendicular position. Fis,2,

S. Bring a toviard uie body imcL si-jing left forminfi a
large loop ending u/itii A crossing over B. Fig. 3.
4, Do not change handle but vnth a clock-'/.'ise aotion let
B follow A until ends of the x^retzel are approximately
in front of the worker. Fig. 4.
5, Gross 3 over A to tlie left and A over B to the right
in the order given. Fig. 5»
6. Grasp pretzel vjith both hands at spot marked X (Fig. 5.)
betv^een the th\imb and fore-fin^;er and \'nth remaining
fingers thrust throur,h each loop, stretch slightly
with Gutv;ard and dovm^^^ard pull and lay on board.
7. Some coiap^mies require that the pretzel be turned face
down on the board for baking but others do not.
C» Commercial requirements. (Giant size pretzels.)
1. 36 pretzels to one board—9 across and 4 do?m. Fig. 1.
2. 3 boards done in 5 minutes
3. (Medium size pretzels.) 12 across and five dov/n Fig* 2
4. 3 boards done in 5 minutes.
]>• Wages
During normal times a girl isill earn from eighteen to
twenty-five or trjenty-six dolljirs per v:eek dependin,e upon
her speed,
M* Suggested teaching aids.
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1. Individual cards to bo punched for each three boards
completed.
The rats of pay is based on the nuiaber of boards
completed*
2. Speed tests with charts shoiaing pupil progress.
?. Suggested related *v«iork.
1. Arithmetic
a. use of fund.araental processes
1' Countins number of boards completed individually
2* Counting number of boards completed by class
3* Counting niuubar of pretzels left on board at end
of speed test
4* Countinj^ n'jiaber of punches in one day
5» Counting number of punches in a week
5* Comparing number of punches done each day of a
week and determining on which day the best work
was done and on which day the poorest from the
standpoint of speed, Mas done,
7* Using the foui' multiplication table to ciount
number of pretzels on the board.
S* Using the three table to count nuraber of boards
done for number of punches.
9' Settin^^ up a wage scale based on the punch system
and computing wages earned.
a* per day
b*per vseek
10' Division by 3, Give nu-:aber of boards done and
find nuniber of punches that should be f-;iven,
11^ Division by 36 or 60
—
give number of pretzels
done and find number of boards done.
iiny number of one and t^^o step problems may be
written isith pretzel twisting as the subject.
2. Personal Hysiene
a. Body
I'skin
2' hair
3'nails
4' teeth
5 'posture
b. Clothing
! uniforms
2*underTiecir
3' shoes
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Care of the body and the clothing Is stressed for all food
handlers.
3* Guidance
See the fallowing: "The Pupil as an Individual '<iho tVill
Eventually Seek iCmployruent Part I
Job Training.
"EmpSiasizins Character Traits." Part II
"The Qualifications of a Good vorker."
Fart III
Care of the e(^uipiDent.
1- The rope used for pretzels must be thorou^^hly soaked
to Eiake it pliable.
2, iU.1 excess ^ater must be removed from the pretzel be-
fore twisting,
3* Each evenin
:
the pretzels should be stretched dry and
laid out upon the boards to dry.
4. Keep the boards v?ipGd dry.
C curtesy of Mrs. Mary W. Corby,
Teacher, Job Training—School No. 22
iCdited by L'xs, Koma Stinchcomb
Actin,3 Assistant Supervisor
Occupational and Shop Related V/ork

VI.
Adapting the Program of Vocational Education
and Guidance to a Local Situation.
It must be emphasized that the feeble minded in
secondary school should receive training primarily for rvork
Hi thin their own co^amunity. They should be prepared for as
many j-obs as possible, but training for a particular job should
be offered only if it fills a definite need in the community.
For, the mentally deficient, if properly trained, placed and
therefore satisfied with their jobs, will remain in the com«-
muiiity. (70) They can at best be trained for only a very
few jobs, comparinf^ to the number possible for the normal, and
these fev; jobs should be found in the environment ^ihere the
feeble minded feel most secure, that is, in the community.
Some of the mentally deficient, it is true, will find employment
outside the community. But here the transition i»ill be made
aaaily if handled through after school placement and follows up
Bervice
.
The five components of a successful program of voca-
tional education and guidance were discussed in part 5. In
order to organize the progrjim in any community the following
steps must be taken ( 55) :
1. A job census must be made in the conimunity to de-
termine the available positions of tjocial utility requiring
little or no skill or general ability.

A carefully controlled and well thought out job
analysis of the situations located by the job census. This
implies a study of the skills involved broken down into their
most elementary form,
3. Means for discovering and measurint^ the essential
requirements.
The three steps are iiere worked out, to illustrate,
itheir adaptatiou to a definite coiriiaunity - that of Belmont,
i
Massachusetts.
Belmont is a prosperous, residential town ¥Jith a
population of 28,000. There are few manufacturing plants here.
Most of the work \9ithin the coiaiaunity falls in the line of
service occupations. A survey of the community reveals that
the following establishments offer some occupations at which
the feeble minded might succeed. These establisluuents are here
listed accordint; to the number of such concerns from the great-
est number to the least.
Markets, drug stores, gas stations, tailors, beauty
shops, contractors, coal dealers, restaurants, express com-
panies, hardware stores, greenhouses, laundries, welding shops,
milk dealers, upholsterin.* company, roofing company, spring
water bottling; company, storage, truckin^^, lithographers,
painters, paper hantjers, plasterers, feather company, builders,
|buildino; supplies, coach service, carpenters, caterers, cement
laaiiufacturers, machine company, manufacture of drinking cups,
production of electricity.

It was brouglit out in the preceding section that the
major occupational groups as listed in the Dictionary of Oo-
oupational Titles may be arranged in an acceptable order of
intellectual demands. On the basis of data presented by 31au
and Lorge (11) and takijig into consideration the correlati(m
IjetVBeen the Barr Scale and the Fryer ritandard Scores these
major occupational c-^^oupings have been arranged tentatively in
the follovaing order with ranks showing the intellectual de.aand
for each group ( li )
:
0-0 throur^ 0-3 - 10
0-7 0-9 - 9
0-4 0-6 - 8
1-0 1-4 - 7
1-5 1-9 - 6t
2-6 " 6
composite 4 and 5 5i
3-0 through 3-4 D
2-3 2-5 - 4|
composite 5 and 7 4
composite 6 and 9 — 3
S-0
3-8 1
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On the basis of this listing the jobs available for
the feeble minded in Belmont vjere checked a?:ainst their ranking
In the Dictionary of Occupational Titles, and again against the
three lists given in part 5» The more carefully cumulative
records are kept in each ooaimunity as to the ^ohj at which the
feeble minded succeed, the more numerous, inclusive and accur-
ate ^«ill be these lists and in turn the more accurate and pur-
poseful will be the work of vocational education and guidance.
The American Association on Mental Deficiency, through its
Committee on Education and Training has undertaken a nationwide
survey of the occupational services rendered by the mentally
deficient who have been trained in special schools or classes.
Results of this study will be greatly improved practices of
occupational placement of the mentally handicapped throughout
the country.
The follov3in3 is a list of jobs available in each of
the business establishments in Belmont. A list like this be-
comes more accurate as the skills for each Job are noted and
analyzed and as cumulative record information on pupils who
hold each job is compiled and studied.
In small concerns such as found in Belmont one worker
might be required to do more than one of the jobs listed, so thai
two or three job titles mi^^ht indicate work done by one worker*
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Restauraint Work.
Unskilled
dishwasher
dishwashing machine
attendant
dumb waiter operator
fountain waiter
glass boy
glass drier
kitchen boy
kitchen hand
mop man
pantry service girl
sandwich counter
attendant
•cullion
service j^irl (cafeteria)
soda Jerker
vegetable girl (man, isoraan)
waiter (duromy)
bus boy, bus Qirl
clean up boy
dish carrier
coffee boy, coffee girl
counter man, isoaan
dining room girl
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Laundry w'ork.
Unskilled
telouse finisher and folder
body clothes press operator
bosom press operator
breaker
bundle boy
bundle weigher
buttoner
Ohute girl
«lip boy
collar ironer detached collars
bailer - a puff ironer
0ollar niolder - machine operator
collar edger
collar seam dampener
«ufr operator, cuff presser
eurtain drier or curtain framer or curtain girl
eurtain wrapper
Borter
pouting clerk
lumblsr operator or drying machine operator
filuck ooat press operator
family ironer •
ancy ironer
riatwork finisher
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flatwork retoucher
maiisle girl or flat ironer
flatwork catcher or first receiver
handkerchief backer or iron operator helper
pin boy or girl, pin marker
pin sorter and bagger
reel girl
towel shaker operator or tov/ei fluffer
Semi-skilled
asaorter
classifier
blanket comber or carder
blanket washer
flat yiork folder
Olassif ier
detacher
wash girl (hand)
Skilled
sock darner or darning nachine operator, stocking darner
fluting machine operator
•

77.
Auto Service v/ork.
Un skiIlea
station attendant - pump man
auto I'Jasher or wash boy
Semi-skilled
oil salesiaan
shock absorber repairaian
cervioe man
tire and tube repairman or tire fixer
oar greaser, car oiler, grease inan or grease monkey
Manufacture of chemicals
Unskilled
drier
drum filler
bottle washer
Skilled
bleacher operator, bleacher man or C,P. bleacher operator
filter pressiiian, filter pressor or pressman
iye treater
Manufacture of Ceraent.
Unskilled
cement belt man
separator man, silo tender, bin man
<&emeut loader and saoker

soreenman, oement gun mixing machine
Skilled
eement drier tender, kiln tender
grinder, grinder operator, millman
Production of Electricity
Unskilled
cable repairman
cable puller
cable placer
Semi-akilled
©able splicer
Machine Shop iVork.
Unskilled
handyman
haoksawing machine operator, cut off sawyer
sweeper, oleEiner
motor tramp
briquette machine operator
oil extractor
machine set-up man
maintenance mechanic's helper
stock boy
•
Semi-sklllea
tool grinder
belt man
bit sharpener
band sa^ilng machine operator
floor assembler, erector, assembly man
circular rip saw operator, ripsawyer
©nacieler
lathe hand
Dairy Work.
Unskilled
bottle dumper
bottle feeder
bottle inspector
bottle unloader
oas© changer
case loader
sterilizer
cooler operator
bottle filler - helper
can filler
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Semi-skilled
bottle washer
aacitary equipment man
tank i?jaslier
fireman
dye TseiBher
Tacuum capping iiiaoiiine operator
Domestic service.
chamber maid
children's sitter
furnace tender
ma id-of- alibisork
houseoleaner
odd- job man
cleaning woman
laundress
mother's helper
waitress - dining room girl
gandener helper
Construction t/ork
Unskilled
Brick cleaner
bricklayer helper
clearing man
hammer and sais man

ai,
hod carrier
brick laborer
material hauling laborer
^all v?ashing
asbestos worker helper
pick and shovel man
^ood butcher
yardman
roofer helper
Semi-slcilled
building cleaner
calker
ceiijent gun nozzle operator
roofer
Eteaia fitter helper
tile layer helper
windoft' calker
Skilled
calciminer
oarpenter-i'^^eather stripper
ceroent mixer operator
cork layer
floor layer
paper hanger
stair man
weather atrtfg>er

Misoellaneous.
Unskilled,
gresnskeepcsr - golf course
hothouse laborer
box wrapper
wrapping maoliine operator
laoel stainper
delivery truck driver helpar
coal bagger
coal hiker
furniture packer
garbage collector
trash collector
street cleaiier
snow remover
sewer pumper
Semi-skilled
chair upholsterer, cushion builder
roofer - composition
roofer - asphalt
chauffeur
truck drivers
dump ti'uck driver
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Instructional units must be based on a thorou^sh an-
alysis of each job. Some of the principles of Job analyses
are here quoted from the work on Job analysis by Verne Fryk-
lund ( 5 )
.
"TRADiD AMD JOB IdiALYSlS
Trade and Job analysis is a technit^ue by loeana of which the
essential elements of an occupation are identified and listed
for instructional purposes.
The making of an aiialysis of an occupation can be compared to
the making of an inventory of a store."
"Kinds of Analysi s
Workers in vocational education should be able to distinguish
trade and job analysis froin the many techniques of Job descrip-
tions, Job specifications, and Job classifications. These and
many similar techniques are iaistaken for trade and Job analysis* '
"A relative order of instruction of operations and a progressive
order of Jobs in a block can be arranged by means of a charting
procedure. It siiiiplifies the making of the analysis and af-
fords a graphic procedure for securing an instructional order
by inspection."
"IMKIl-IG THS MALYSIS - LISTING 'IBE INSTHUCTIOiCAL STEPS
The listing of the operations, the information topics and the
making of a chart for a trade, or block of a trade, are im-
portant steps in iiiaking a trade or Job analysis. Thus far, the
materials obtained are exceedingly useful to the experienced as
well as to the beginning shop teacher. Howeve'r, there renxains
another important step -which is necessary in order to complete
the analysis and iwhich makes the analysis even more useful.
,
Bach operation rma each information topic should be further out-
lined, or analyzed into steps. Merely listinr; the operations
and the information topics does not -rive assurance that the
teacher will fully cover each of theia \men teaching. The iii-
portant steps that include the details of the manner of adjust*
Ing and manipulating tools in depic;ting, shaping or forming, op
assembling should be listed in their sequence, other%'ise it is
likely that important points may be left out ^?iien teaching.
This is Just as likely to happen to an experienced teacher as
to a beginner. The next procedure in making the analysis re-
sults in material which is useful in making a daily lesson planj
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it is a practical lesson to plan. To those is^ho are interested
in preparing instruction sheets, it also serves as a basic
outline
^»7hat to Teach The thing to teacn is the instructional unit.
The instructional unit is an element of the trade or job. The
•leiaents oonaist of operations and inf oriaation topics. One
Instructional unit and no more should be taught at one time.
The steps to be covered in a single lesson are outlined in the
analysis of the trade. For exainple, in a machine sho;> the
operation on »hov; to knurl'
,
would be covered in one lesson
and would include all the steps involved in knurling; and no
more
«
To repeat an often made and often proved statement, it is not
the seemin,/l7 easy operation that should be taught first. The
basic and frequently used ones should be taught first whether
they are seeiaingly easy or difficult. Individuals differ in
every human characteristic including ability to learn easily
the eleiaents of the trade. '.'hat may be easy for one person
may be difficult for another. Therefore, the question of dif-
ficulty as a control of the. teaching order may be dismissed in
favor oH the frequency of use of a £:;iven operation.
There probably is not a best method of teaching. The objective
the teacher, the learner, the subject matter, the time llDiita-
tions, and the equipment and supplies available are major fac-
tors in determining;?; the best methods of teaching in a given
Situation,"
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A Sample Record of Out of School Y/ork Experience.
Employer's Report.
Name of Pupil
Name of Employer
Period of
Work Name of job
Job Description
Weekly
Skills performed Hrs . wages
Date CheckDate Check
Efficiency
Attitude toward other workers
Attitude toward superiors
1
j
Honesty
Is this a worker whom you would employ or recommend
that others employ?
Yes No
If not why not?
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A Sample Cumulative Record Card.
Name of the School.
Pupil* s name
Address
Father's name
last first initial
Date of birth
Occupation
Teacher's records.
Sub.iects Year M.A.
Grade
le velYear
Grade
M.A. leva
Grade
Y^.f^v M.A. Level
Heading
Arithmetic
ji/riting
Oral language
written language;
Spelling
Handvaork
Dthar sub fleets
Name
Year of test I.Q. S.A. S.A. Yes or No.
Is the child a behavior prob-
lem?
Has he been a behavior prob-
lem in the past?
Is his attendance regular?
Has been referred to --

Year
fr 1
Anecdotal Records -
( Teacher' s
)
Counsellor's Records
Aptitude Tests
Year Test Re suits
Anecdotal Records
Year
Regular school health card to be consulted for health record

S3*
A Sample Record of Out of School //ork
Experience
.
Counsellor's Report.
Pupil's name
Date Daily Report
The counsellor reports on
attitudes required on the job;
etc
.
the development of
absences; next job
skills
,
recommended
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A Sample Follo\'tf-Up Record - cont.
Counsellor's Report
Name of agency Reason for
Year Progress on the job referred to referring
1
1
j

A Sample Follow-Up Record Card.
School
.
Pupil* s name
Address Date of birth
Father's name Occupation.
Job Description
Year Age I.e., S.A. Name of .job , Skills performed
Weekly
Ye ar Wage s Hoars Employer's Report
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A Sample of a Written Agreement Between the
Employer and the School. (A reprint from
the Departia^nt of Education, Divioion of
Vocational Education, Baltimore, Maryland,)
This Agreeiiient certifies that
i
Employer
,
Baltiiaore, Maryland, is cooper-
Address
ating with the Division of Vocational .L;,ducation of the Baltimore
Public Schools in a Coordination Program alternating two weeks
employment and tv;o weeks school in ^3 for
^
Employee
'
,
Baltliiio.t.'e
,
Maryland,
Address
for a minimum period of six months or until the employee reaches
the age of 16, or until the close of the current, school year in
June. It is a^ireed that:
1. Minimum wage and hour standards will be observed.
2. So far as practical, the employee shall be rotated
through a series of jobs within his or her capacity .
School credit shall be determined by the scEool co-
ordinator in cooperation with the employer,
3. The employee can be discharged for incompetence at the
discretion of the employer.
4« The employee can be removed from the job by the School,
either for violation of this agreeoient on the part of
the employer, or for violation of -Jchool rules and reg-
ulations on the part of the employee, particularly in
regard to attendance.
5. The regulations of the Office of the Commissioner of
Labor and Statistics are to be followed.
6. The employer will not suggest a full-time permit with-
out first consulting the coordinator, for coordination
employees.
Employer
J^incipal

A Saiaple of a 'rtritten Agreeraent Betvjeen the
Smployer and Pupil's Parents,
We
,
and
'Parent 15xpToyee~"
Of
,
hereby consent to abide by
Address
the abo¥e agreeiaent.
Parent
Date of BirtlT
Smiaoyee

A Sample Training Unit for In School Tork
Experience
.
LunctLroom V/ork.
General understandings:
1, Through cooperation and efficiency it is possible to
accomplish a great deal and perform {jreat services for others.
2, iilaoh person's contribution in work is important even
if it is only a very "insignificant" job.
3, Efficiency is not the only qualification of a good
worker.
Specific understandings:
1. Each little job in the lunchroom if xmll done is im-
portant in that it contributes to the services rendered by the
lunchroom as a vjhole
.
2, It is necessary to learn to do the work quickly and
well, to remember that:
a - It is not very difficult to learn to do things safely
as vjell as efficiently.
b - Strict cleanliness and neatness is a matter of neces-
sity in a lunchroom.
c - The attitude of a person who does not cooperate vsiith
others makes hiia much less efficient, *
6 - The worker who learns to be cheerful and courteous
stands a much better chance of -getting and keepin^.^ a job.

It is suggested that each skill involved be taken up
separately, practiced ana mastered • Each pupil should actu-
ally demonstrate in the lunchroom that he has mastered a given
skill before goin ; on to the next one* Not until all skills
ll^ave been mastered and the unit of vsork finished in the class-
room should work experience in the lunchroom bep,in.
Skills to be developed Suggested methods
I, Dishwashing
1. To clear dishes; stack 1. After demonstrating the
plates together not moving stacking of dishes pupils ivork
their position on the tray. out brief rules to remember.
Stack cups but never glasses. These to be vjritten out and
Stand these side by side. Place sheet put into "Pupil's Hand-
silver so that handles are all book" section on Lunchroom
facing the same way* Work,
£• To prepare water: a pan Work out chart in classroom
of hot \^ater and soap; for which gives name of each pupil
sterilization a pan of hot and each of the skills. Pupils
water to which a tablespoon of and teacher act as critics and
bleach to a gallon of water has decide whether or not pupil has
been added. acquired given skill. Name is
3, Order of washing glasses, checked on chart,
silver, china, pots and pans. Class investigates actual
i/ash in soap and hot \mtev arrangement of dishes and silver
rinse in plain hot water then in lunchroom closets. Make

Skills
in pan with hot water and
bleach.
4. To dry
I
Drain dishes and glassware,
dry silver,
5. Sorting dishes and
silver,
II . Checking food order
Methods
diagram of closets. Memo-
rize plaoeinent of dishes.
Pupils actually do the dish-
washing in lunchroom one day
to check on T^hether or not
skill has been mastered.
Actually put all dishes
away etc,
II, Make a list of actual
foods which need to be check-
ed in the lunchroom each day.
10 loaves ^iihite bread
5 loaves rye bread
250 plain milk
12 chocolate
6 qts, plain milk
For jjractice make cliart vjith
items listed. Leave pockets
for no, of each item and date.
Pupils set Iri dates and nos,
to correspond \yith date and
numbers for each day's order.
Check food order in lunch
room for a week.

Skills
Preparing sand\5iiches
Fillings -
1. Chopping
a. Celery - viash, triia;
split each stalk and
chop 3 or 4 stalks at
a time.
b. Olives
c. iiut meats - place be-
tween wax paper and
roll with a rolling
pin
.
<i*Sggs - oook 18 min.
belov^ boiling point
.
Cool and mash with
fork.
2. To cream butter - place
in warm bowl, mash and
beat until soft.
3. To prepare tuna fish.
Mash with a fork, turn
over it oil mixed with
vinegar, add celery and
place in refrigerator
until needed.
Methods
III.
v/atch the preparation of
sandwich fillings in the
lunch roaa.
Collect recipes and write
then out to be included in
"Pupil's Handbook."
Class divided into groups
prepares sandwich fillings
for use in the lunch room.
Each group to be given a
different filling to pre-
pare each day.
Study recipes in reading
arithinetic and spelling less:|n
to learn measures (tbs., ts.
c, qt., etc.), to learn to
read L-ecipes md spell new
words involved, to learn to
apply this information to
use of other recipes.
96,

9^.
Skills
4. Meats and cheeses. Re-
move rinds and excess fat
from sliced me*ta. Re-
move rinds from cheese.
5, Maicing up sandwiches.
Prepare fillings accord-
ing to recipe. Spread but-
ter to the very ed^:;es on the
sides that are to be put to-
gether being careful not to
let the butter spread over
the edges of the sli^res.
Use a pliable knife or small
spatula. Spread filling on
the buttered surface of one
slice only.
Cut
Methods
Make up one type of
sandwich for use in the
lunchroom at a time.
and wrap.

98.
Skills.
IV. Getting lunohroom ready for
the next day,
1. Collect and stack dis-ies,
remove napkins.
2. wipe off table with a
damp cloth, push in
chairs.
3. iiVash and store dishes and
silver,
4. Sweep floor. Push chairs
aside and sweep under
table, s'jaeep under each
chair and replace it at
table,
5. Vi'ash out towels and dish
cloths. Scald in boil-
ing water, rinse, wring
out. Shake or pnXX out
all wrinkles and dry.
6. Hemove any particles of
food from sink with sink
brush and sink shovel.
Wash sink with hot soapy
water. Rinse,
Methods
.
Practice in the lunchroom
doing work in groups of
2 at first and under close
supervision.

Skills.
Meeting standards of personal
cleanliness for work in the
lunchroom,
X* For vsiork in the lunchroom
hands must be thoroughly-
washed before work begins.
Nails must be short and
clean* Keep hands away
from hair, nose, mouth
and other parts of face
or body. Remove nail
pplish.* '.Tear no rings.
2, Vi.'ash hair onoe a ijeek.
Wear no elaborate hair
dress.
3. A good complexion is
the result of a healthy
body* Keep skin clean,
use no make-up,
4« Bathe or take a sponge
bath daily, Vear clean
underthings.
Methods.
Pupils collect pictures
which show each rule of
cleanliness.
For reading lesson read
stories on personal clean-
liness isritten by teacher,
i-:;ach story shoula be ac-
companied by appropriate
pictures- {See 5 )
Reading lessons should be
worked out for each story
to include drill on nevj
words, checks on comprehen-
sion etc.
Set a day when all are to
be checked in the morning
by person in ohar(5e of
lunchroom.
Collect, read and report
on health stories, Sach
pupil to illustrate a health
rule v>iith pictures cut from
magazines. The film strips
put out by the Metropolitan

Life Insurance Company
(School Health Bureau) might
be mentioned here as supple-
mentary to the abundant
amount of imiterial available
on health*
Attitudes.
I. Cooperation involves helpfulness* There should
be a "help one anotiier" spirit araong the laorkers,
Z» Cooperating with others means that the work of
the lunchroom will be more efficient, the service to
others all the greater,
3* One should be 'sillias to do anything he is
asked to do by the person in charge of the lunchroom*
4* Each worker needs to be friendly and gracious to
all, but has no time to engage in lengthy conversations
durinc^ the work period*
5* If a viorker is impolite, not only will he be
censured, out his actions cast a reflection on the work
of the vjjiole group*
6* Safety in the lunchroom involves doing the work
correctly xnd exactly as taught*
7* It is each i«orker's responsibilijry to iroaaediately
take care of s^jilled food or broken dishes or glasses.
iCnoTsledjes*
^ost of the kiiowlediL;es which pupils will assimilate

have been mentioned in connection with skills to he
learned. In addition the followins will be intergrated:
Reading!
!• riecipes,
2, Short directions*
3* xibbreviations
.
4, Health stories,
5, iyictionai'-y work, Learnin:; the meaning of words such
as alert, immaculate, orderly by making lists of
adjectives to describe a good r/orker's appearance
or a good worker's attitudes, work habits.
Arithmetic
:
1, Finding the cost of lailk used in the lunchroom each
day, to ciieck milk order,
2, Learning, to double a recipe or halve it,
o« Listing: prices of items sold in the lunchroom,
4, Cost of food used in the lunchroom in a day, in a
week.
b. Measures: tbs., ts,, c, ot., pt,, oz., lb., etc.
Spelling:
lords taught in readin.3 should be checked against the
regular spelling list to find those to be taught in
connection v/ith this unit, ilany additional vjords which
should be tau^iht will be found in mateMal listed in
all of the sections outlined above.
Writing:
!• Jriting sentences i',iving directions to be put in
"Pupil iiandbook
2. vyriting out menus.
Copying recipes,
4. Writing out menu and price list for the day,
5, Writing in prices on cbeciis.
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